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*AVAYIONAR“ SPF Alhs 

The shots which killed President Ken- 
“ nedy and wounded Governor Connally 
, were fired by Lee Harvey Oswald ... 

On the basis of the evidence before the 
commission, it concludes that Oswald 
acted alone. 

—Report of the President’s Com- 
mission on the Assassination 
of President John F. Kennedy 

° we those words, a panel of distin- 
guished Americans headed by 

Chief Justice Earl Warren wrote an end 
to the most massive murder investigation 
in history—and sought to settle the last 
lingering doubts at home and abroad. 
But the chorus of dissenters has never 
been stilled—and last week they were 
joined by a new, young and disarmingly 
low-key voice that challenged not only 
the verdict but the methods of the blue- 

’ ribbon court that pronounced it. 
The newcomer is Edward Jay Ep- 

stein, 30, a lank-haired, hollow-eyed 
Harvard doctoral candidate who entered 
the lists by academic accident: he 
needed a topic for a master’s thesis at 
Cornell. Epstein pored over the public 
record, burrowed into the National Ar- 
chives, interviewed five of the commis- 
sion’s seven members and nine of its key 
staffers—and accumulated his own grow- 
ing set of suspicions. Now, the thesis has 
flowered into a book,* and, if its lan- 
guage is largely mild, its judgments are 
harsh. Far from being exhaustive, the 
inquiry, as Epstein paints it, was “ex- 
tremely superficial,” a rush job limited 
by shortages of time and manpower, 
shot with internal frictions and finally 
distorted by an overriding desire to set- 
tle doubts rather than pursue the truth 

“Inquest: The Warren Commission and the Es- Pablishinent of Truth, 224 pages, The Viking Press. $5. fart Pe etre Cae oe 

How Many Assassins? 
to its uncertain end. “There is a strong 
case that Oswald could not have acted 
alone,” says Epstein. “... In establishing 
its version of the truth, the Warren Com- 
mission acted to reassure the nation and 
protect the national interest.” 

Unlike the polemical dissents that pre- 
ceded it, Epstein’s book wears the cool 
plausible face of scholarship. It is laced 
with citations of the record and quota- 
tions attributed to commission members 
and staffers. It offers no fanciful con- 
spiracy theories, raises no serious ques- 
tion that Oswald was involved. It carries 
an admiring introduction by Richard H. 
Rovere, The New Yorker's cool-eyed 
man in Washington, who had dismissed 
most of the earlier dissents as “transpar- 
ently malicious or ignorant.” 

Too Busy: By Epstein’s lights, the 
very make-up of the commission and its 
staff worked to preclude a really 
thorough inquiry. The commission mem- 
bers and their senior staff counsel were 
chosen principally for their eminence— 
but, says Epstein, their eminence itself 
meant they were too busy with outside 
pursuits to give the investigation their 
full attention. Thus, he says, the amount 
of testimony the commissioners actually 
heard ranged from U.S. Sen. Richard 
Russell’s 6 per cent to ex-CIA chief Allen 
Dulles’s 71 per cent~and averaged only 
45 per cent per man. Some staffers, Ep- 
stein reports, came to regard the formal 
hearings as a “joke’"~and one, when 
asked what the commission had actually 
done, replied: “In one word, nothing.” 

The $100-a-day senior staffers simi- 
larly had private practices to tend to 
and could give the inquiry only part 
time—as little, in one case, as a few 
days. “The lawyers would fly back to 
Los Angeles or Des Moines between 

= every assignment,”.. Epstein quoted one 

Did the bullet that pierced JFK’s collar (right 
enter through his neck (left)—or his back4 

‘ 

staffer as saying. “That was no way to 
run an investigation. What we needed 
was 40 law drones, fresh out of law 
school, not a handful of high-priced cdT 
sultants.” .What the commission had in- 
stead was a dozen of lower-prié 
($75 a day) junior counselors who did 
most of the sorting, checking and analyz- 
ing of the evidence. And, says Epstéi 
the most crucial job—establishing all the" 
basic facts of the assassination—fell i 0 
possibly heavily on one man, Arte! 
Specter, then a Philadelphia lawyat’ 
now the city’s new district attorney. oj 

Specter and his mates, Epstein lo 
counts, labored under heavy pressure t6/ 
finish the inquiry quickly—so quickly 
indeed, that no one man ever had tin 
to read, let alone verify, all the 25,0006 
uncollated reports that came in from thee 
FBI alone. Yet when two staff lawyérs 
told Warren that they couldn’t meet thé) 
June 1, 1964, deadline, Warren “repartlo 
edly lost his temper and demanded thats 
[they] . . . close down the investigationy . 
immediately.” Though ‘the deadline wast 
extended by fits and starts into Septem- 
ber, Epstein goes on, the pressures fofl 
an early close kept mounting—partly oub © 
of a desire to dispel the mounting cond ' 
spiracy rumors, partly (with some spwd 
ring phone calls from White House 
staffer McGeorge Bundy) to get the 
whole thing over with well before thé 
November election. That crunch, said 
Epstein, limited the actual field investifs 
gating time to a bare ten weeks—aridt 
added to the pressure-cooker tensions isi 
a disparate and occasionally fractioaisl 
staff. tos 

Dismayed: In that atmosphere, Ep? 
stein says, some investigative leads: 
were simply lost in the shuffle—amosg 
them an FBI report on an eyewitnesg 
who said she had seen a second man , 
the window where Oswald made hig. 
sniper’s nest. There were smolderisg 
tensions between the commission ine 
the staff: once, says Epstein, the lawyeyy 
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“Weye so dismayed at the credence the 
‘ceghmission gave Marina Oswald’s con- 
tradictory testimony that they dubbed 
hee: “Snow White” and the commis- 
sidners the “Seven Dwarfs.” 
-iBut Epstein’s most compelling claim 

“ tabattention is his attack on the under- 
wee pinnings of the theory that Oswald acted 
“algne—and his gravest innuendo is that 
“the: official autopsy report may have 
-, been somehow altered to suit the case. 

e@he single-assassin theory rests, Ep- 
, stém insists, on the assertion that a single 
bullet angled downward through JFK’s 

“nok, ripped through Texas Gov. John 
- Génnally’s chest and wrist and bur- 

rowed into his thigh. A home movie of 
Q the: assassination suggests the two men 
were wounded a half second to 1.8 sec- 
onds apart—considerably under the 2.3 
seconds Oswald would have needed to 
hit: JFK, throw the bolt of the murder 
rifle and then strike Connally with a 
séeond shot. Thus, by Epstein’s reason- 
ing, either both men were hit by one 
shot—or there were two assassins. 

Contradiction: The official autopsy 

report delivered to the commission in 
i. March 1964 and appended to the report 
tends to support the single-shot theory; 

<< riédy’s neck. But, in the National 
AB¢hives, Epstein found other, contra- 
diétory evidence. He unearthed two 
uhpublished FBI summary reports, dated 
Dec. 9 and Jan. 13, which disagreed 
with the published version of the au- 

sy. By these accounts, doctors found 
thit the first bullet to hit Kennedy pen- 
etrated only a short distance into his 
back, not his neck, and did not exit at 
all? Appended to the FBI reports were 
pétures of JFK’s jacket and shirt sug- 

ting that the bullet indeed struck his 
itck, nearly 6 inches below the top of 
His collar. That apparently made it 
Iiver than the exit wound in the Presi- 
dent’s throat. In fact, in the commission’s 
own published exhibits, Epstein also 
found a sketch made by one of the au- 

Specter: ‘An open mind’ 

June 13, 1966 

: itégays one bullet passed through Ken-. 

topsy doctors who placed the wound, 
roughly at the same lower spot. ib 

Yet the Warren report itself repe; 
edly refers to a wound in the “back .@f} 
the neck.” Instead of supporting theay 
statement with actual autopsy photggp 
the commission published an artis§gy 
drawing placing the entry wound nggay 
the base of the neck (page 36). Spygy 
Epstein: “If the FBI reports are accep” 
rate, as all the evidence indicates thay? 
are, then a central aspect of the -sam 
topsy was changed more than tyay 
months after the autopsy examination, - 
and the autopsy report published in thee 
Warren report is not the original onach 

That suspicion of tampering, in tuenft 
led Epstein to believe that the commieft 
sion was actually announcing “politigaly 
truth,” selecting and arranging the facts 4 
to fit the one-man, one-bullet hypothé 
sis. Even at the close, the key question 
split the commission roughly in half, with 
Russell, Sen. John Sherman Cooper and 
Rep. Hale Boggs dubious about’ the 
single-shot theory and Dulles, Rep. Ger- 
ald Ford and onetime World Bank presi- 
dent John McCloy amenable. In what 
McCloy called a “battle of the adjec- 
tives,” Ford urged that the one-shot 
evidence be termed “compelling” but 
Russell would stand for nothing stronger 
than “credible.” In the end, the commis- 
sion settled on “persuasive” and, a bit 
disingenuously, added that the one-shot 
theory was “not necessary to any essen- 
tial findings of the commission.” 

Defense: It was necessary—and ad- 
vance copies of the Epstein book were 
barely in circulation last week when 
commission staffers mounted a point-by- 
point detense. The flaw in Epstein’s ar- 
gument, they said, was his assertion that 
the FBI had seen the doctors’ report of 
a “neck” puncture when it wrote its own 
conflicting account of the “back” wound. 
Epstein’s only cited source for this con- 
tention was a senior commission lawyer 

who had spent only a few days on the 
job. Actually, one top-ranking staffer 
said, the autopsy report and photos 
went to the Secret Service, not the FBI. 
The FBI version was not an autopsy re- 
port at all but hardly more than hear- 
say: it came from two agents. who 
watched part of the autopsy, heard the 
doctors talk of their difficulty in tracing 
the bullet’s path, and dashed out to 
phone in their incomplete report of a 
“back” wound. The doctors, meanwhile, 

continued probing, found evidence that 
the bullet had passed through the Presi- 
dent’s neck and said so in their official 
report. One staff higher-up who saw 
that report on Dec. 20—months before 
the single-shot theory was even ad- 
vanced—now says flatly: “It was identi- 
cal with the one in the Warren report.” 

Still, some staffers were unhappy with 
the autopsy. There was even talk, one 
insider disclosed, of exhuming JFK’s 
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body for a second look. All this could, 
presumably be resolved by the autopsy, 
photographs; but, for announced reasons 
of,faste, they have never been published, 

d they are still unavailable. There jg; 
aply: the rough sketch Epstein cited, ang 
ope, staffer dismissed that as merely; 
“gpproximate.” The doctor who drew ity 
“-pever questioned by Epstein—had t 
tified that the wound actually w 

_ higher than the exit point on Kennedys, 
‘thfeat. Moreover, one staffer notedy; 
Kggnedy had“hisarm up waving-at-the; 
espwd; that might have tugged his shift, 
ang coat up high enough to account faa if: 7 
ay discrepancy between the locatio ra 

_ Aithe wound and the holes in the cloths} : 
Kepstein considered and_ rejected thet, 
p é-did not take up 

is. thaticlRKial 
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staff alumni hopping mad. “Everyone’s 
yelling ‘misquote’,” said one; several 
protested to the publisher, and one 
dashed off an angry letter (“Frankly, I 

"am appalled by the inaccuracies of the 
book ...”) to Epstein’s thesis adviser, 
Cornell’s Andrew Hacker. Most agreed 
that the investigation had been con- 
ducted under intense pressure—one 
called it “extraordinary in my experi- 
ence”—and that it might have left some 
loose ends. But they denied that the 

' commission was inattentive. “They had 
a fully responsive and involved role,” 
one said. “Warren, in particular, almost 
killed himself with exhaustion working 
on this.” 

., Several also denied that the bur- 
den of establishing the facts fell on 
Specter alone—or that his growing com- 
mitment to the single-bullet hypothesis 
had foreclosed any meaningful investi- 
gation of the two-gun alternative. “We 
had kept an open mind on the two- 
assassins theory throughout that phase 
of the investigation,” Specter himself 

eet 
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Epstein; Judging the judges 
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s#id, “but there was convincing 6924 obfhe opening day, dissidents like come- 
d€nce against it.” ‘eq dian Dick Gregory, who boycotted the 
And therein lay a central point song priveedings, held a rally three miles 
mes blurred in the doubters’ contitu®., the Sheraton Park and indulged 

it fascination with the microscofffté selves in some frenzied outbursts. 
tails. Once it satisfied itself that Leee G?@gory said he wished he would find 

: Harvey Oswald acted alone, the WarreG@ thé?'next lost U.S. nuclear bomb. “T'll 
--Gbmmission faced the impossible taski@F «take it down to D.C. and go over to the 

proving a negative proposition. If it @@*": White House to negotiate,” he shouted. 
mt complete that proof, there remanae. “HN shout up at Big Daddy’s window, 
‘aimpressive record that it tried. “Thégii; “Witte the barbecue sauce off your 

’ - ishot one shred of evidence, not a sin@#é!- m#ath and come on down. I want to 
litrd fact, in the 26 volumes of the réead-- talkto you, boss’.” 
of or in the additional material at *86%; .“Spoiling Attack: But the boss had 

{areives that demonstrates there wis’ sottiething else to do. As Gregory’s sar- 
. midte than one assassin,” a member #:donic barbs melted in the evening cool, 
Wag commission staff said. “But there Wille , the President, who had been following 

. al@fays be loose ends. You could revieg#® : th conference’s progress, made a sur- 
tMt record and prove Joe Stalin aig , Prise appearance at the Sheraton Park 

i iain é this j 5 ? afos 

Vietnam with civil rights is all wet:?- 
The delegates solidly supported the 

far-reaching civil-rights blueprint drawn’: 
by the planning council (Newsweex,:! 
June 6) and voted additional proposals: 
for self-government for the city of Wash- 
ington and stiffer enforcement of Fed-: 
eral rights law. regs 

McKissick and other militants, as well: 
as some moderates, remained uncons: 
vinced. The conference, McKissick an-' 
nounced, was a “hoax.” But others, like 
Asbury Howard, an obscure Negro del:. 
egate from Bessemer, Ala., found some 
cause for hope. “I don’t know what'll 
come of these resolutions or those good-- 
sounding ideas,” he said, “but these 

people came to Washington, they heard: 
the President, the Vice President ..... 

They heard their words and the. 
(seit 
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Moderate vs. Militant 

From the outset, it was feared 
that the 2,500 delegates to the 
White House Conference on 
Civil Rights would be faced with 
a bitter fight between moderates 
and militants. Several skirmishes 
with sniping from the flanks 
broke out, but it all ended in re- 
markable harmony—due in good 
measure to the tactics of no less 
a political infighter than Lyndon 
B. Johnson himself. 

As delegates convened in 
Washington’s rambling Sheraton 
Park Hotel, the local militants 
were out in as much force as 
they could muster. “Uncle Tom 
Must Go!” shrilled a scraggle of 
pickets rounded up by Washing- 
ton civil-rights gadfly Julius Hob- 
son, who had predicted a tumnout 
of 1,000 placard-bearers and ¥> 

tone in which they said them,. 
and they'll go home now feeling 
a confidence and spirit they've. 
never felt before. Now doesn’t 
that mean something?” ages 

CONGRESS: 

Low-Gear Year vie 
“tyes 

Five months of the Congresy: 
sional session had slipped by, 
when Lyndon Johnson, leaning 
back in a big black leather chair;, 
hands clasped behind his head,, 
called reporters into the White: 
House Cabinet Room last week. 

and said: “We are very pleased; 
with what the Congress is doing, 
... 1 don’t think we should panic. 
because we have some prob- 
lems.” But the President’s deter- 
mined air of confidence was. 
sharply at odds with his own acid 
comments in the same room on: 
the previous evening. On that 
occasion LBJ had huddled with. 
Democratic Congressional lead-. 

chanters but produced only 50. 
But if the al fresco protests 

were something of a flop, there 
was still plenty of discontent and skepti- 
cism on the inside. “This is nothing but 
a big public-relations gimmick,” griped 
Cecil Moore of the Philadelphia NAACP. 
Then he added, “I believe in the Presi- 
dent, though. He’s a rebel who got 
Christianity late, and that’s the best 
kind of Christian.” But the militants 
clearly harbored no such reasonable 
sentiments toward either Mr. Johnson or 
the conference. Indeed, CORE. national 
director Floyd B. McKissick had de- 
nounced the whole thing as “rigged” 
before it started, and set about deter- 
minedly from the beginning to try to 
use the conference as a backdrop for a 
resolution calling for a U.S. withdrawal 
from Vietnam. 

While the delegates wrangled, the 
White House watched. On the evening 

38 

and undertook to spoil the militants’ ef- 
forts to divide the delegates. 

“I have come here at the end of a 
long day,” he said, “to tell you that we 
are moving, and that we shall not turn 
back.” Then he solemnly cautioned: “Do 
not expect from me, or any man, a mir- 
acle. No national government, however 
enlightened, can by itself change the 
conditions of Negro life in America.” 
That won him a standing ovation. 

The President’s low-key message and 
the moderates’ earnest desire to keep 
the conference moving carried the day. 
CORE director McKissick’s attempt to 
debate Vietnam was soundly defeated. 
“Hell, we may be colored, but we're 
Americans and we want responsibility in 
this thing like anyone else,” snapped 
Philadelphia’s Cecil Moore. “To confuse 

Mauldin © 1966 Chicago Sun-Times 

‘Thanks, Dad. Now get the hell out of the way’ 

ers to ponder the lawmakers’ woes, 

fully meager results. 
The Congress that Mr. Johnson 

so proudly hailed as “the fabulous 89th 
after its abundant accomplishments in 
1965 is clearly stuck in low gear. In fact, 
the normal tempo on Capitol Hill—a slow 
start capped by a fast second-session 
finish—is being dramatically reversed. So 
far, Congress has enacted a scant 10 per 
cent of the more than 125 legislative re- 
quests from LBJ this year. It has passed 
only two truly major measures: a cold- 
war GI bill of rights (conceived in the 
Congress and then reluctantly endorsed 
by the Administration) and a $6 billion 
tax increase to help finance the war in 
Vietnam. The legislators viewed passage 
of the tax bill more as a painful duty 
than as an “accomplishment.” 

As a result of the languid pace on 
Capitol Hill, President Johnson’s promise 
to wrap things up in time for Congress 

Newsweek, June 13, 1966 
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